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WELCOME

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, START YOUR ENGINES

WELCOME TO OUR 3RD YEAR OF HIGHWAY EARTH. I first have say thank you. Thank
you to all our sponsors and supporters. Without sponsors like Hagerty, Mister Vintage
Machine, Covercraft, Scott Martin Auto Brokers our show couldn’t take place. We are
grateful for all the enthusiasm and hard work. For everyone that signs up to bring their
cars. We thank you for coming on a Sunday and sharing with us. Our theme this year is
Made in LA, our featured guest Jonathan Ward of ICON will be bringing vehicles truly
unique to his name. Rod Emory Motorsports has become famous with their Outlaw
style 356 Porsches, with Singer Vehicle Designs 911 restorations becoming the benchmark of performance. When you stop and realize that these innovators of performance
are all right here in Los Angeles, we are pretty lucky, our car culture has international
influence. That’s why I wanted to bring us all together. The Petersen has become the
only automotive museum of it’s kind, its community involvement is a first, Dorian
Valenzuela brings his experience at JPL to his own shop DV Mechanics, Spike Feresten’s love for cars has evolved into the show Car Matchmaker, and our own local enthusiast Bruce Meyer keeps car history alive with the Petersen and involvement with
his stable of cars. Right down to Dydia as a personal enthusiast with her husband Paul
Greenstein and their Figaro, with a backyard of classics that include 3 Tatra’s. Highway
Earth was lucky enough to spend time with all our contributors, We’re a special bunch,
our interest are diverse but our love for cars is a bond that can’t be swayed. This year
Highway Earth took on a special project of it’s own, a 1967 Alfa Romeo Giulia Super
restoration, you may of been following our post on Facebook, found on ebay, we took
every inch apart and started from scratch, its now finished and ready to join the crowd.
We live in a town where people can afford just about anything they desire, but sometimes the car you restore with your Dad or best friend is the priceless one. Thats what
makes this show special. Everyone has an opportunity to bring whatever they like,
first come first serve, when we run out of space, we run out of space. I hope watching
the “Look who’s coming” page is just as fun for you as it is for me. Our show is based
on word of mouth, you never know who will come. As long as you dig the show we’ll
keep going, If you have idea’s for next year, don’t be shy, tell us, this is your show,
Have a great time!!

Evan Klein & Thomas Miltch
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LIONEL BEBBINGTON

HARPO TAKES THE PRIZE FOR THIS YEAR’S FAVORITE CAR

NEIL THOMAS TAKES US THROUGH MATCHING NUMBERS

Lionel is an Award-winning
Content Director, Art Director
and Designer with over 20 years
of experience in both traditional
and custom publication design.
His publication expertise involves
everything from story concept
development to final design execution—including full-scale shoot
production. His real joy though,
is being able to work with great
people with varied backgrounds to
tell stories that are meaningful and
engaging. What a joy to be able
to collaborate with Evan again on
another issue of the magazine!
lionelbebbington.com

NEIL THOMAS
Neil Thomas founded West Coast
Auto Appraisals (thecarappraiser.
com) in 1993 after years selling
classic cars, Roll-Royces, and
Jaguars. Born and raised in Bristol,
England, Thomas nonetheless
professes a particular fondness
for American musclecars from the
’60s and ’70s. “I live, breathe, and
dream cars,” he says. “I am very
lucky that my work is my passion!”
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Vehicle Protection System

REARVIEW MIRROR
LOOKING BACK AT LAST YEAR’S PARTICIPANTS

EVAN KLEIN

• 14 high-performance custom cover fabrics
• SeatSaverHP - high-performance seat covers
for Mustang, Camaro & Challenger
• DashMat® - custom dash covers

• Premier™ custom-fit floor mats in Berber or
thick plush carpet
• Colgan Custom® - The original Car Bra
• Digital Graphic Personalization for custom car covers

• UVS100® Custom Sunscreen

FREE SHIPPING thru
12/31/16. use code:
HWY2016

www.covercraft.com
800-4-COVERS (426-8377)

I LOVE SHOOTING ALL OF US TOGETHER. It’s that Where’s Waldo kind of moment,
when I get home I zoom in a million percent and see all of us smiling and waving. Its
pretty amazing that we all find time to be here, schedules are crazy, work is busy, but
somehow, we still find time to do the things we love. We’ll keep doing this as long as
the park allows. Even the Rangers have a good time. Franklin Canyon is a special place,
hidden away from the rush of the city, a place where you can still see deer and coyotes
roaming. Once, I even spotted, a very rare beetle, while jogging on a wooded trail I
came upon Paul McCartney and his wife out for a morning hike, I jogged past quietly,
we exchanged “good mornings”, and continued past. Franklin canyon will always be
Andy Griffiths Mayberry, but every now and then I still get surprised.
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REARVIEW MIRROR

After the group photo and raffle, we shoot the winning car portraits,
these are some of last years winners. Jaun brought his Impala, and
Pavel brought his 67 Vette.

We always get a great mix of cars, canines and characters at the show.
Ladies, just remember to always keep your husbands on a leash.

LOOKING BACK AT LAST YEAR’S
CARS AND SHOW
IT’S A WONDERFUL FEELING seeing the park filled with all our car’s, it doesn’t have
to be rare to be priceless, just loving it makes it worth more than any Ferrari, not that
I wouldn’t mind a Ferrari, for now I’ll just stick with my old Alfa’s. Last year we were
lucky enough to have George Barris join us. Still can’t believe it. I can’t think of any
one else that gave us so much Hollywood car magic. I remember sitting with George on
the floor playing with the Batmobile while taking pictures. I think our enthusiasm for
George kept him going, he loved meeting all of us. I hope we can share the same spirit
with everyone that comes to our show too!
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SAVE THE DATE
2016 Petersen Gala | October 22, 2016
Visit petersen.org/gala to RSVP

MADE IN LA

KEEPING THE CAR CULTURE MOVING FORWARD

DORIAN VALENZUELA
Dorian Valenzuela has been working on cars
since a youngster, but now he’s got a shop of his
own, called DV Mechanics. His first car was a late
50’s Karman Ghia, but officially, he thinks of his
first car as a 1979 Alfa Romeo sports sedan. This
was the car that started his addiction to Alfa’s.
He was 18, always twisting wrenches on it, with a
limited budget being only 18 he made the fastest
car in the world. Getting a speeding ticket on the
101 for 87 miles per hour, and anything else the
officer could find wrong. Not just an Alfa guru,
he worked at JPL for about 9 years right out of
school, learning the electronics side of it, working
on fuel injection systems at Singer Vehicle Design,
and then applying these skills to his cars. It was
the natural progression to open his own shop.
He loves coming to work. He’d like to race, when
time permits, he spends most of his time though
dedicated to customers cars, he’s not complaining,
he loves what he does. When asked what he’d like
to race, Porsches or Alfas? , Its Alfas!. He thinks
they’re more unique, He’d really like to race the
Pan America. He went last year as support keeping
the car running, an Alfa, says every night 5 hours
was spent wrenching to keeping the car going,
some nights no sleep at all. Would he do it again?
Absolutely. His Giulia started life as a 1300 TI, it has
since grown a little, he put in a 2 litre, with polished
crank, Carello rods, forged pistons, aggressive
cams, Italian 45 Webers, electronic ignition, all the
good stuff. After putting it together he broke it in,
dynoed it and was getting 165 horsepower at the
wheels, that’s not bad at all. There’s about 20,000
miles on the car now, its still going strong. He’s
been everywhere in it, desert, mountains, north,
south, its never let him down, he’s always loved the
sedans. Now mind you as I’m looking over it with
Dorian, you really see the attention to detail, it sits
very low and mean, with a purposeful stance. This
car is asking to be driven. The Webers snarl as he
races the motor. As Dorian says, he’s not done with
it… he’d like to go through it all again, you see he’s
got this twin spark motor he’d like to put in it.
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MADE IN LA

SPIKE FERESTEN
Spike Knows. “Cars are meant to be driven, this
car is special because its race car with a license
plate, a race car for the street”. Spike Feresten
grew up in a blue collar Massachusetts town full
of Nova’s, Corvettes, and Mustangs. It wasn’t
until he brushed up against David Letterman
that Dave exposed him to Porsches and Ferraris
and re-wrote everything he ever thought of
cars. Dave let him drive some of his cars and
that was his decisive moment, It wasn’t Jerry,
it was Dave. It was 1991, Dave let him drive his
cars, a Dino, a Speedster 356sc coupe, 914-6,
and an Austin Healey. He loved everything
but the Healey. As he kept working he made
enough too eventually own each one of the cars
he drove that day. He kept the Dino for 12 years,
he’s recently moved on to a 365 GTC4, and
loves the 12 cylinder, even his kids can fit in the
back. Next car for the hanger? A 328, because
its reliable. His daily driver now is a 58 Speedster, he likes to switch cars every week, but this
one he’s probably going to spend the next 3
weeks in. If it gets a little too hot he jumps in
the GT3, air conditioning. Racing… Spike likes
to drive to relax, getting coffee in Malibu is
the perfect vacation, it’s so much better than
playing golf. The red 1968L 911 joining the show
today is an actual factory lightweight racer for
the Trans-Am series found on a used car lot in
Alhambra. This is the only survivor that wasn’t
destroyed on the track. One of Five. It was
raced by Fred Baker in 68-69, and once driven
by Dickie Smothers of the Smothers brothers. I
had about an hour to photograph the car.
We arrived at “The Hanger”, its always the
first few moments when you see a car that you
get that inspiration. The car looked like it was
moving just sitting still. I asked Spike to pull it
out of the hanger, it looked great from a front
¾ perspective, it just accented the shape and
helped to create a visual sense of urgency, I
let it distort ever so slightly while keeping the
background simple. Using my strobes I used a
keylight on the nose, and 2 lights on the shadow side, the red paint loved it. You can see how
the whole car just pops. The camera was on
a tripod so I showed Spike a with strobes and
without strobes shot, you see the difference
immediately, then on to a nose shot and the
details, my assistant had a handheld strobe
lighting key elements as we walked around the
car, and then Spike’s close up.
We shifted the car for a clean background,
key light through the front windshield, and shot
from the passenger side across, I like the dynamic, giving him that McQueen look, and why
not? He lives on the same street as McQueen
did back in the day. It’s a shame we only had an
hour, sitting in Spike’s man cave is a stunning
XKSS replica in British racing green. It was hard
not to be distracted, Spike… next time we’re
shooting the XK!
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BRUCE MEYER
It’s gotta be the RS when you think of fast and nimble Porsches. It’s always the ducktail that I think of,
So I had to ask Los Angeles enthusiast Bruce Meyer to bring his RS when gathering cars for the show
this year. It’s a 1973 RS with all matching numbers and it is beautiful. Simple, clean, functional. Bruce
bought his first Porsche 25 years, he doesn’t think of himself as a collector but an enthusiast. He bought
this one 20 plus years ago. He wouldn’t think twice about hopping in it for a trip to Palm Springs or
taking it on a Rally. Bruce say’s it’s the most perfect 911 ever. It’s the genesis for the RSR, 934 and 935s.
Restored originally in Oregon, he had Bruce Canepa go through it when he got it. It was delivered new
in Florence, due to the high theft rate the license numbers are actually etched into all the glass, you can
still see them. Stock engine, even the original sun visors, its perfectly drivable, very comfortable, early
911’s really work for Bruce, “the new ones are like big new cars, these have wonderful visibility, you can
see all 4 corners”. Bruce’s Porsches consist of a 993 turbo, 72 S, 935, a bunch of 356’s, a 58, 57, 65.
With cars like these I think Bruce has a good idea of what he likes in a Porsche. Thanks Bruce for giving
these thoroughbreds a good home!
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FOLLOWING THE
YELLOW BRICK ROAD
RIDING WITH THE WIZARD OF ICON, JONATHAN WARD
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Cruising with Jonathan down South Mapleton drive in the heart of Beverley Hills in the Roadmaster Derelict. The TMZ tour bus even stops to take pictures of us.

THIS YEAR OUR FEATURED GUEST is Jonathan Ward of ICON,
maybe your familiar with Jonathan and his cars, this year you’ll
have a chance to see what he does. We spent the day shooting
with Jonathan and his 1950 Buick Roadmaster Derelict, it was
found in Arizona, restored here in LA.
It’s got a LS7, thats a GM V8 for you non gear heads with a
4L85E four speed automatic with a fully tuned suspension.
Icon was Jonathans desire to create the best of modern cars
into a platform with more heart and soul from era’s when design mattered a whole lot more. Vintage esthetic with modern
engineering. First came the FJ’s, then Derelict, then Bronco’s,
Thriftmasters, The birth of the Derelict was really created out of
his need for kids, dogs and surfing, he wanted a car that wasn’t
over restored and worried about that first scratch. This car was
his Wagon, do his kids like his cars? Absolutely, he took his 13
year old son to school in the Roadmaster this morning, he loves
being able to roll up in it. Why not? This car rocks, it rides super
planted with the ability to kick that back end out on demand.
When Jonathan asked where I wanted to shoot it, I said Bev-
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erly Hills. We met in the afternoon, I had found a perfect house
that suited the car. When I’m looking for locations I usually know
about where I should hunt… and then the work starts, you drive up
and down the street looking until that special place reveals itself.
Scale, size, color, architecture, this home I found was designed
by Gerard Colcord in 1934. Concord was an exclusive architect of
the day. I stopped in front of the house, walked to the front door
and rang the bell. The “Chef” answered the door, “The lady can’t
come to the door right now, can you wait a minute?” Then another woman came to the door, “How can I help you?” she was very
kind, I explained I’d like to photograph a car in their driveway,
and she said wait a minute… She came back in a few moments
and said, Sure, Its OK, we’ll see you on Friday, I handed her my
business card, thanked her repeatedly and walked back to the car.
I drove less than a mile and my phone rang, I know the sound of
that ring, “Yes, hello, I believe you were just at my house, What
did I agree too?” We talked, she was very nice, I told her about
our car show and the magazine, she thought it was wonderful and
gave me 30 minutes to shoot. Wow!! Miracles do happen.
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The Derelicts always retain their original patina but have had the benefit of a complete makeover, the air filter may look vintage but under it sits a brand new LS7.

HE WANTED A
CAR THAT
WASN’T OVER
RESTORED
AND WORRIED
ABOUT THAT
FIRST SCRATCH
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We arrived a little before 2, Jonathan arrived promptly at
2:00pm, The Buick looked splendid at the location, I had pulled
gear, set camera, and Jonathan just had to place the car into frame,
and perfect, right there, start the generator, turn on the strobes
lets shoot. We had to shoot our master shots, portraits of Jonathan
and details of the Derelict. The clock was ticking. The master shots
went off without a hitch, there was a white wooden fence in front
of the house, I pictured Jonathan sitting on it like Cool Hand Luke,
I had Thomas with a portable strobe head at the end of the boom
pole position the light as I shot. Now quick, to the car, Grille shots,
headlights, interior, dash exterior badges, and don’t forget the
motor! Like a well oiled machine we got all our shots and packed
our gear in 37 minutes. 37 minutes, I think thats a new shooting
record.It all comes down to a little planning and preparation. Now
lets go driving, around the corner is a street paved of gold, just off
Sunset, where the likes of Aaron Spelling live.
That V8 rumbled as we did car to car with Jonathan chasing us
in the Buick, the TMZ tourist bus loved seeing us in action, We
shot car to car, in the car shots and pan blurs at one of the intersections. Jonathan was great, he hit his marks like he’d been
doing this for years.
The future of ICON? He’s already working on a new production model, always refining the build process, he’d even like to
do electric cars, he’s doing the majority of design right here in
house, he wants to bring even more of the process in house, like
the powder coating and laser cutting, they even have a full time
mechanical engineer on staff.
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EVAN KLEIN

BEHIND THE
CURTAIN OF OZ
GETTING AN UP CLOSE LOOK AT HOW
THE WIZARD CREATES HIS MAGIC

I WALKED THROUGH THE SHOP and the first thing you notice
are all the different types of projects going on. From a vintage
Rolls Royce to a Caprice Classic. This is a restorers dream, to
have the ability to do it all, with all the right tools and staff. I see
tuner guys with laptops connected to cars. I see sparks from the
welder as a panel is being attached, on the far side of the room a
beautiful FJ sits completed. Out in the parking lot sit more Bronco’s than I can count waiting patiently in the afternoon sun for
their next adventure. This is more like a spa for cars.
Now I’m just trying to decide what type of car I’d like to be
in my next life. Thank you Jonathan for showing us some of the
magic that goes on behind the Wizards curtain. HE
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NOTHING BUT
A HOUND DOG
BITE ME ONCE, BUT NEVER TWICE

EVAN KLEIN
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PANTERAS HAVE ALWAYS LOOKED GOOD.
BUT THIS WAS ELVIS’. I OPENED THE
DOOR, BREATHED IN DEEP, I WONDERED IF
YOU COULD STILL SMELL THE COLOGNE

THIS PANTERA IS PART OF THE PETERSEN MUSEUM collection that I shot for the
grand re-opening. For 3 weeks straight the museum staff brought me 3 cars a day to
be photographed. I never knew what we’d be shooting next, one day Fred Astaire’s
car, the next, the Batmobile. As a photographer this was the ultimate test. 100 years of
design, all textures, shapes, paint colors, and chrome to challenge.
Then this car rolled up. Elvis Presley’s 1971 De Tomaso Pantera . You stand back and
look at it. Pantera’s have always looked good. But this was Elvis’s. I opened the door,
breathed in deep, I wondered if you could still smell the cologne. You couldn’t. I got in,
you drop right to the floor, you sit low, everything at your finger tips. It’s 1970’s cool.
It still got it’s 8 track radio, and its 351.
Elvis had a passion for guns and cars. Story goes he had a fight with his girlfriend stormed
out, jumped in the car, and it wouldn’t start. What do you do? Already mad, he lost his patience with the car and shot it with his .22 Bang, bang, bang. 3 times ,two in the steering
wheel, one in the floor pan. You can still see the holes. I don’t know if that fixed the starting
problem, but I wouldn’t of wanted to be the guy that sold him that car. He had bought it
used for $2,400 bucks in 1974 for his then girlfriend actress Linda Thompson, he picked it
up cheap because it had “electrical problems”. Elvis’s mechanic said he could sort it out…
turns out it had a habit of just shutting off, and starting on its own.
We were lucky the day I photographed it, it started, ran, on occasion the radio would just
come on playing “ Don’t be Cruel”, we figured it was just Elvis just having fun with us. HE
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The Pantera always
had drop dead looks
for a fraction of
what a Ferrari cost,
that doesn’t it was
any more reliable
though, if you look
close you can see
the holes from Elvis’s
gunshot wounds.
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REBEL WITHOUT
A CAUSE
THE BAD BOY FROM A GOOD FAMILY
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Gabe and I head up to the Observatory, with camera in one hand I’m holding on with the other, “Are you sure the door won’t open?

GABRIEL SAYS TO ME, “Don’t worry the door won’t open” as
we hit the twisty bits heading up to the Griffith Park Observatory, Without seat belts and camera in hand I slide left and right,
trying to position myself to get a shot of Gabe driving. The two of
us laughing as the roar of the motor drowns us out. I see the door
shaking and flexing.. I really want to believe him.
Gabriel and Rose, husband and wife, you may know them from
Mister Vintage Machine, they find specialty cars for photoshoots,
they’ve done everything, Prada, Gucci, Chanel, if you have a
shoot, give them a call. So, Where did you find your Hot Rod?,
Gabe says, Just like everything else these days, on the internet.
It’s just what we were looking for, they love the green, this
is a 27 Ford Coupe, un-chopped, in New York. It was originally
built in northern California about 7 years ago with a 37 Chevy
Grille, GM 350 with GM gearbox, 6 carb set up with Offenhauser
intake and valve covers. They bought it in January, the owner
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LISTENING
TO HOT RODS
RUNNING
STRAIGHT
PIPES GETS
YOUR HEART
RACING

drove it 10 miles in the snow to get it too the transporter, Gabe
say’s he’s lucky to have made it, when it arrived in LA it still had
the New York road salt stuck to it. That was 2 years ago, since
then Gabe and Rose have taken it on rallies and cruise nights,
they both love it. Its already been on TV too, “Hey check it out,
with Steve Brule” a new show on Adult Swim with John Riely.
We got together early one morning in the heart of Hollywood at
the Lombardi House, this is one of the oldest homes in Hollywood
still standing to shoot the hot rod. We had the place to ourselves, a
lot of history went on here. We found our master shot out front, lit
with only 3 lights, the green paint just lights up so nice, of course
history didn’t have all day, we had to move quick.
We jumped around back to the barn, pulled the doors open
and backed the car in, a nose shot, you wonder if the Lombardi’s
had hot rods back in the 60’s, maybe they were doing the same
thing? I put a light inside the barn, a light in the car, and a strobe
overhead to give a pool of light. Then to the profile shot, lets do
the details here too. Details are fun, not always easy to light but

They knew this was
the hot rod they were
looking for, they both
loved it, especially the
pin-stripe accents
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I’ve never seen a happier couple, Man, Wife and Machine. Gabe and Rose love
going on car adventures, did I mention they also have a Nash Metropolitan?

GABE MASHED
THE PEDAL AND
IT JUST TOOK
OFF, THIS IS WHAT
HOT RODDING
IS ALL ABOUT
its the time you get to explore the car, see the attention to detail, how things work. Then to the side of the barn for a rear 3/4
shot, and a picture with Gabriel and Rose. Could this be their
new holiday card? Next stop, we’re heading up to Griffith Park
for a little car to car action.
Listening to hot rods running straight pipes gets your heart
racing. Gabe and Rose sat side by side as we wound our way up
and down the observatory road hill, We had too, this was Rebel
without a Cause territory, I shot from the back of the van first
off, and then jumped in with Gabe, yes, its even louder riding in
it. Gabe mashed the pedal and it just took off, what a fun car, I
slid back and forth, the seats are definitely made for cruising, I
shot as Gabe drove, and lucky for both of us no one fell out that
day. Thanks for the awesome ride Gabe, next time, we’re going
cruising at the beach! HE
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TO PROTECT
AND SERVE

ANOTHER DAY KEEPING LA SAFE FROM ZOMBIES
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THE MERC AND MUSTANG HAVE WINDSOR 351’S
DON’T EXPECT TO SNEAK UP ON ANYONE,
THERE’S ENOUGH TORQUE AND HORSEPOWER
TO SCARE EVEN THE TOUGHEST COWBOYS

THE COOL GREY CLOUDS HUNG OVER DOWNTOWN LA on an early Sunday morning. We gather at 5th and Los Angeles street to start our Shoot. Our cast today includes
Roxanne, fashioned from a 1966 VW Bug by Raul Contreras, The 1951 Marauder Merc by
Paul Miller, and The Banshee, a 67 Mustang Fastback created by “Cupcake”. Our gunners for the day are Joe McQueen and wardrobe designer Alonso Garzon responsible for
creating custom Wasteland wardrobe designs.
Our gang for the day quietly dressed, putting their layers of leather armor on. It was
early, the streets were empty, until we showed up. Locals started appearing with anything that would take a picture, curious people stared, people wanted to pose with the
cars, people had questions, “What are you guys doing?”
These cars are wicked cool, a jacked up Mustang with guns, A Bug, with guns, and
the Merc with guns. You can’t help but get noticed. In both the Bug and Merc theres a
hatch for a gunner. This is Rat Patrol for killing Zombies. The Merc and Mustang have
Windsor 351’s don’t expect to sneak up on anyone, there’s enough torque and horsepower to scare even the toughest cowboys.
I’m starting to get excited, these cars are perfect for downtown LA. Before shoots
like these with multiple cars we have a quick production meeting, I go over the shot
list describing how we’ll execute it, hand signals and any questions. The good part is
everybody here works in the film business, they’re used to working on a set, working
with groups, and aren’t afraid of their cars.
I’m shooting out of a mini van today, I prepped the camera and put on my shooting
harness, I wear it around my waist and it attaches to the inside of the van, falling out
while shooting is not in the plan.
I’ve got a film permit that covers all of downtown, we’re going to work north south
east west using one way streets, streets wide enough to handle all 4 vehicles. We hand
out walkie talkies to all the cars, I clip myself in, Wagons Ho!! We head out as a group,

Our Motley crew, left to right: Paul, Alonso, Cupcake, Mrs. Cupcake, Raul and Joe. Speed of Lightning,
roar of thunder, fighting all Zombies that rob and plunder!
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Morgan is my assistant today, driver, and coordinator thru the walkies as we drive. We
go about 2 blocks before we hit a road block. A farmers market? What? So we detour…
another road block?, it’s a movie crew taking up the heart of downtown, the movie
company is Amazon, yeah, Amazon. Another detour.
We get our route down and start shooting. I’ve got the cars following us, 3 abreast,
single file, each taking turns as leader, I’ve got us following the guys, high angles, low
angels, I jump into the hatch as if a gunner, Joe hangs out of Roxannes window with rebel
fist waving, Alonso looks mean with the gun in the Merc, he screams as we head down 5th
street. This is actually pretty fun, we’re making a live action comic book in post apocalyptic downtown. Cars pull along side with their cameras. Like all Mad Maxers you need to
stop for coffee. We pull over in a group, and there on the right, “the police” Okay everybody, act like we’re not doing anything…. Right. The police loved us, I think secretly deep
down they wished they could drive cars like these. They didn’t even ask to see our permit.
We finished our action sequences pretty quickly, getting all the coverage we needed,
next stop the LA River. LA is a tough place to shoot, have you ever tried to find a nice quiet little place to park all 4 of us, break out some strobes and start shooting? The LA River is
the place to go, not only is it iconic, just think how many movies have been filmed there,
from Gumball Rally to the Terminator, it’s the only open space in downtown to put cars.

We used all of downtown as our backdrop, from the city streets to the LA River, when approached by
the cops…. It was bound to happen, They told us our cars looked really cool.
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WE’RE MAKING A LIVE ACTION COMIC BOOK
IN POST APOCALYPTIC DOWNTOWN
Our motley crew helped position cars, Morgan and I set the strobes and camera angle, shooting static shots for each of the cars, the shots look great set against the open
river. Then some details of guns and more guns, and then the famous words, “That’s
a Wrap Guys”, but hey, before you leave, lets grab a group photo. Not quite the cast
of the Breakfast Club but Mad Max would be proud to fight alongside these warriors.
Cupcake’s Banshee Mustang was a rotted out shell on its way to the crusher when
he saved it about 5 years ago. It’s mounted onto a 1972 Ford Bronco 4x4 frame that he
lengthened 13 inches for the wheelbase to match. Motor is a 351 Windsor mated to a
C4 trans and Dana 20 transfer case. Dana 44 axle up front and Ford 9 inch in the rear.
Paul’s 1951 Mercury is actually fiberglass, built as a movie car for a action script he’s
developing. Its powered by a Ford 351 Windsor V-8 hooked to a C-6 Automatic Transmission and Ford 9 inch rear end. The body is covered with 475 resin rivets and features
faux diamond plate bumpers, push bar, and roof hatch. The top gun is a surviving resin
prop from the 2009 film Death Race. The headlight guns were made out of pvc pipe.
The interior features an old tractor shifter, a cast aluminum valve wheel for a steering
wheel, and front end hydraulics.
Raul Contreras found Roxanne, a beautiful ‘66 Baja that was literally rescued by an
LAPD Tow Truck driver as it was being hoisted and put into the crusher. The car body
and suspension still being sound, the rescuer installed a new 1600 single port engine,
transmission and sound system. Roxanne is now part of “The Zombie Patrol”, an epic
post-apocalyptic zombie story based upon Homer’s classic, ”The Odyssey” and “The
Rat Patrol”. He’s currently working on Rexx , a 1967 VW Bug to star in the movie too.
They both currently rumble daily through the streets of Los Angeles causing smiles and
joy where ever they go. Hopefully, they are the bait Raul needs to capture the attention
of a motion picture company and “The Zombie Patrol” will be turned into a film. She
is no doubt destined to become a movie legend.
All three cars follow the Wasteland theme to the detail, if you aren’t familiar with
Wasteland take a look on the internet, they hold a weekend event in the desert with over
2500 people expected this year, so come September 22-25 to the Coachella of Mad Max. HE

Raul leads the pack in
Roxanne, Zombies beware,
We are the Zombie Patrol!!
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RISE OF THE SUPERCAR
FASTER THAN A SPEEDING BULLET, MORE POWERFUL
THAN A LOCOMOTIVE, ABLE TO LEAP TALL BUILDINGS IN A
SINGLE BOUND. THE NEW NSX
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WHEN HONDA CALLED AND ASKED
IF I WAS AVAILABLE FOR THE NSX
LAUNCH HOW COULD I SAY NO?
THE FIRST NSX WAS BUILT FROM 1990-2005. I remember seeing the video of Senna
wearing loafers while heel toeing around the track at speed demonstrating the NSX.
Loafers, he was wearing loafers. I had an MGB at the time, a friend had got the new
NSX, we spent the afternoon laying on our backs under the car looking at the aluminum suspension. Its now 2016. We’re in the desert at Thermal race track and Highway
78 with the all new NSX. I don’t think I can fit under it this time.
As a photographer I’m sometimes lucky to get personal up close time with new cars.
When Honda called and asked if I was available for the NSX launch how could I say no?
We needed beauty shots, highway shots, and race track shots. Shooting for both the
European and American market. We booked Highway 78 above Palm Springs. About a
4 mile stretch, police officers held traffic at both ends, the road was all ours. Harnessed
in, shooting from the back of the van, I shot in both directions as the NSX followed close
behind. Gorgeous images as the early morning sun flared the lens as we cut through the
mountains. I switched to the second camera position, on top of the van, yes on top, this
time with 2 NSX’s. Red and White. More traffic being held. Onlookers took pictures as
we turned around, only 6 NSX’s existed at this time. This was new and rare.
We also shot El Paseo blvd., the Rodeo drive of the desert, getting there at the crest of
sunrise, before the city awoke. One early traveler caught us though, we found ourselves
tagged and shared on instagram within moments. Seemed everyone was excited to see
the new cars. How could they not be? This car has a twin turbo charged V6 with 3 electric
motors, two of which form the “SH-AWD” all wheel drive train, matched to a 9-speed
dual clutch semi-automatic. That’s a lot of tech. It really just means this car is fast.
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Modern Supercar
shuttles of light
and speed easily
dispense of the
canyon roads
ahead. Senna
would be proud.
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AN EARLY MORNING DRIVE DOWN
EL PASEO BLVD. GOT US IMMEDIATE
INSTAGRAM ATTENTION.
We spent time in the mountains at dusk off HWY 78, shooting with 6 lights, 1 painting the nose, 2 filling the side, 1 on the rear, 2 on 14 foot boom arms above the car giving shape to the highlights. I love this part of the job, the designers work very hard at
creating these machines, both inside and out, it’s my responsibility, and a priviledge
to show their designs off as best I can. You look at the before and after pictures, its not
easy, a smile grows, you get the bumps on your arms, you’ve nailed it. The Honda folks
see it too as you shoot, you’re painting with light, extracting the nuances onto film… or
should I say digital. Each step as we refine the light. I’ve got a great crew. They all love
cars too. Everybody gets to look through the lens, we all get excited. There’s a feeling
of accomplishment. Tomorrow we’re at the track.
Thermal race track is an hour past Palm Springs, it’s a high end facility with 2 state
of the art tracks. For the next 2 weeks journalist are coming from around the world to
try the new NSX. On the morning of our shoot We’ve got Nicholas driving the picture
car for us. Nicholas is one of the Senior Engineers of Vehicle Performance Research,
he’s telling us how he was at the Nurburgring testing the new NSX, just this past week
they were in Colorado testing the NSX for Pikes Peak. Today Nicholas is just driving. He
follows behind clipping his apex’s. He’s driving the red car, it looks stunning on the
freshly paved track. We open up on the straight, braking hard for the sharp left, turning
in, then the esses’s, another straight past the pits. Next lap, we dive in, change camera
position, back out, rear ¾ angle, my camera sits inches off the track as we try and keep
up. I’m shooting out of the side door, I see the front tire of the van rolling as we push
into the turns, its just a mini van , we hear the NSX get on it, flat and progressive. Some
people say they want a louder exhaust note, I think theres plenty there to keep the
neighbors from knowing your every move. The journalist take to the cars, we set up on
a corner to get some pan blurs, some drivers are better than others, you see the pack
stretch out based on skill, we see one or two get bit with improper line choice snapping
from understeer to oversteer. At the end of the day the only thing hurt may be a little
pride. Everyone has gotten a chance to experience the second generation of NSX. The
journalist scribble in their note pads. The NSX crew have done their job. There are no
surprises, I think the new NSX is here to stay. HE

Looking lovely in
elegant white the NSX
slowly cruised the
boulevard happy to let
us sip coffee before
attacking the canyons.
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EVAN KLEIN

THE LITTLE GIULA
THAT COULD
AN EBAY DIAMOND IN THE ROUGH TURNED
INTO A BEAUTIFUL GEM
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I’ve known Benny of Johns Alfa for 25 years, if you live in LA and have an Alfa
this is the only place to take it. Without Benny’s vast knowledge this project
would of never been possible, nor would I of ever tried. Thank you Benny!!

I ’ V E A LWAY S H A D A L FA S . Always taking them apart and
putting them back together, because, well, they’re Alfas and
that’s what you do.
When this one came up on ebay I thought this would make for
a fun project, how long could it take? That was back in October.
The wife and I sat in front of the computer watching the bids…
we didn’t want to over bid… and then we won. Wow, we won,
now what? She asked, I have to go get it and take it to the shop.
We got right to taking it apart, it was a solid 1967 Giulia Super
1600 with twin 40dcoe carbs. We took everything apart, yes,
everything. The car was at Johns Alfa Romance on Pico blvd,
Benny runs the shop, I’ve known Benny for 25 years, this little
car was either going to bury us both or….
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It took a couple days to strip it, we took the complete interior
out, down to the bare metal, virtually no rust, and the motor, we
pulled it and the gearbox. The goal was to make this the best Giulia possible, I sent the radiator out to be cored, the Webers were
sent out to be rebuilt and refurbished, they came back looking like
new. The motor, we decided to go with a new 2 litre motor but
using the 1600 intake and webers, we even used the 1600 exhaust
manifold. We opened up the gearbox, it had about 82 thousand
miles on it, not bad for a 67, the synchro’s and gears showed no
wear, they were the original factory synchros too. So we cleaned
and tested and put back together. With a new clutch of course.
I photographed everything, every last nut and bolt, where it
went and how it came apart. I had quite a lot of parts, I sent all the
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AND NOW,
I WAS
DRIVING!

Now that the cars done I’ve been driving it more than my Spider, the
handling is light, crisp and responsive, and I no longer bake in the sun.

bumpers and everything chrome out to be refinished, I ordered all
new interior from Italy matching the original materials and patterns, The gauges, yes, they had to be rebuilt too, off to North Hollywood Speedo, now even the clock works and they are beautiful.
My poor garage was converted into my at home, work all nite,
workshop, I scoured the internet for all the hard to find parts,
Italy for taillight lenses, Greece for emblems, Germany for all the
main parts, even Australia for door catches, and of course the
Alfa BB for questions , comments, and “do you haves”.
The car was being stripped to bare metal over at Luxury Auto
Body just a few doors down from Bennys shop, just ask for
Socko. The whole car was stripped inside and out, no rust, very
solid, never hit except a bump on the front quarter panel. They
spent hours striping, sanding, priming, sanding, and finally
painting. The door gaps were perfect, sides like glass, and then,
back to Bennys shop.
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It was late one afternoon, we were prepping all the parts, a
new rear end, new springs, shocks, bushings, brake booster,
new front end off a newer Spider with bigger and better brakes.
Did I leave anything out? When we see Socko and the guys pushing the Giulia down Pico during rush hour, going against traffic,
the Giulia was back at Bennys. Now the re-build begins.
I stripped the underside, power washed it clean and undersealed
everything. This was going to be a spotless Giulia. We took the next
week putting the suspension, brakes , motor, cooling system, fuel
lines, gas tank, wiring, all back together, all bushings were replaced
in this process, even the tie rods, until we were ready to start it.
Benny stood next to the motor, I held the key, “start it up”
the starter spun, and the engine started, just like that, it settled
to a smooth idle. It was that easy. We let it run and warm up, no
overheating, just purred like an Alfa does.
Now, under its own power I drove it 3 blocks down to Georges
Upholstery shop, called Best Way, mind you I had no windows,
no door handles, no dash, no windshields, no lights what so
ever, but with the wind in my face I drove there. This was the
first time the car ran under its own power in over 8 years, I had
even tracked the original owner down, he lives in South Georgia, he said the car sat under a tree for at least 8 years.
And now I was driving.
George put the headliner in, dynamat, carpeting, re-trimmed
the front and rear seats, all 4 door cards, I put the windows in
the doors, that was not easy, I put the rubber weather seal on
around the doors, that was not easy, the wiper foot pump, and
oh yes, the complete dash and all those wires. The same dash I
spent hours carefully reassembling in my garage with all new
wood and chrome, and that heater box.. yes, re-built too, and
that motor blows strong!! And the windshields front and rear
went in. It was starting to look like a car.
Still sitting in the garage at home are the newly powdercoated
rims and tires, and 4 headlight pods that still need to be painted and rewired, but that’s only after it goes back to Socko’s for
the final polish. Then. Then all the outside bits go on. Bumpers,
door handles, taillights, Its only been 7 months… I give it 2 more
weeks… funny that’s what I said last month. HE
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SINGING IN
PERFECT PITCH

THE HILLS ARE ALIVE TO THE SOUND OF MUSIC
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Ed Pinks special 4 liter motor puts out a healthy 390 horsepower mated to a 6 speed 993 transmission.

I’M NOT SURE HOW FAST WE WERE GOING. I was in the back
of the van, harness on, camera to my eye as we ran Laguna Seca.
You could hear the cheap radials on the rental van complaining
at every turn. Behind us was Singer Vehicle Design’s newly restored 4-litre customer-owned Porsche driven by racecar driver Leh Keen. Leh casually drifted the Porsche inches from our
bumper over and over again, repeatedly hitting his mark. Quite
impressive. This car was fast, very fast, and never once missed a
beat. This was an Ed Pink 390-horsepower 4-litre motor mated
to a 6-speed 964 transmission. Brembo’s all around. How fast?
Fast enough to be in the top 10 fastest laps ever to lap Laguna by
a production car fast.
This was just another day at a shoot for Road and Track magazine. Hanging with Rob Dickinson, the brainchild behind Singer Vehicle Design, and his crew. It’s times like these when you
get a look at how a company operates. In the morning they set
the car up in the pits, up in the air, dialing in the perfect setup,
everyone focused, everyone curious, “What’s she going to do?”
With every lap they jumped to the car, taking measurements,
checking temperatures, a twist of the suspension here and
there, listening to Leh describe what the car is doing at speed.
As the stopwatch proved, they knew what they were doing.
We spent one day in Carmel Valley getting all the pretty shots,
one day at the track extracting every gasp of performance. The
beauty is in the details. On the road or sitting still, the car shoots
itself—there is no bad angle, nor does the car have any bad manners—a twist of the key and she springs to life eager to please.
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DRIVER LEH KEEN CASUALLY
DRIFTS THE PORSCHE INCHES FROM
OUR BUMPER AT LAGUNA SECA
REPEATEDLY HITTING HIS MARK ON
CUE TIME AND TIME AGAIN
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ALL HANDS ON DECK

At home on Carmel
Valley road or on the
track she sits just right.
The attention to detail
is pure perfection.

I asked what goes into one of their cars—are you ready—over
150 vendors alone here in Southern California, 4000 hours into
each vehicle, more than 50 grand in OEM Porsche parts, 56 fulltime employees at the helm all day long. So far nearly 50 cars have
been delivered, with the goal of delivering 3-4 per month, and
deposits placed for another 75 restorations in place. When I asked
about “special cars” for the future, they said they weren’t allowed to comment. Hmm, what do you think they have planned?
After each car is completed, a 500 mile shakedown test is performed. A former IndyCar driver sets up all the corner balancing
and alignment, including a photoshoot for each client’s personal
restoration, and every car is different, custom made for every cus-
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tomer. There are 75 different colors to start, and you’re welcome
to tweak those, hundreds of leather options imported from Tuscany. Where do the names come from? The clients name them.
The coolest moment was when one customer came to pick
up his car—everyone that worked on it was there to greet him.
The customer hopped in it, pitched it sideways and just matted
the pedal, pulling redline in every gear until the rev-limiter
kicked in—this was on old Sheldon Road. When most cars are
put on pedestals, it’s nice to see these cars get driven, they are
meant to be driven. “We love it when we see customers drive
them to their potential, said Dickinson. “That’s when we
know we’ve done our job.”

Every car is unique. As you walk the
shop, where there are groups of staff
technicians buzzing around the car,
hand assembling each element, you
see the dedication. This is one place
where everyone seems to enjoy
coming to work. One person is just
prepping the motor for installation,
one person is hand assembling just
the lights, another room is dedicated
to the electrics, spools of wire for
wiring looms sit side-by-side on a rack,
the gauges are like jewelry protected
in the clean room. The chassis are
hand assembled, every part of the car
is spotless. There’s a sense of camaraderie between the craftsmen.
I take pictures but feel self-conscious. I don’t want to interrupt—they
have better things to do than appease
a photographer. I do my thing though,
meeting and shooting the tech’s one
at a time. Shooting the cars and their
parts. You get an appreciation for the
time that goes into these cars.
You appreciate Rob’s dream to turn it
up to 11, and this he’s certainly done. HE
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PRECIOUS METALS
ROD EMORY MOTORSPORTS
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The shop is full of craftsmen fully engaged in their work. Everywhere I
look is childhood fascination of cool guy stuff. Hammers, torches, grinders.
Its best they only let me shoot, I can break things without even trying.

Man and machine, Rod Emory
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MODIFY
EVERYTHING,
BUT JUST
MAKE IT LOOK
LIKE IT WASN’T
MODIFIED

HIDDEN IN LOS ANGELES IS A SECRET SHOP where old 356’s
go back to their former glory, This is Rod Emory Motorsports. The
first car Rod ever drove was a 1957 Oval Window ragtop that his
dad had converted to a baja bug, modifying cars has always been in
his blood. It started with his grandfather Neil Emory. Neil was stationed at Alameda Military Base, a General had crashed his car and
asked if anyone knew body work, Neil stepped forward and never
looked back, he was inlisted but never got shipped off, he was put
in charge of the fleet, it probably saved his life. A few years later he
opened Valley Custom Shop with his brother in law Clayton Jensen
from 1948-62 in Burbank, the hayday of custom car building.
Rods never been afraid to modify cars, change their shape,
his grandfather told him, “Modify everything, but just make it
look like it wasn’t modified.” He thinks of them as “rolling art”.
Growing up he worked with his grandfather, a master at channeling and sectioning cars at his bodyshop learning to weld and do
bodywork. His dad sold Porsche parts, then hanging around his
shop he restored his first car, a 1953 356 Coupe that he restored
and built for vintage racing, along side a car they built for his dad
a 65 right hand drive car. These were the first 2 cars he says he
could actually take credit for. Working with his grandfather who
was such an amazing craftsman, and his dad with an eye for design fueled his passion to work with cars the rest of his life.
His vintage racing in 1992 up in Oregon led to his starting his
own shop when a gentleman asked if he could build him a car
and teach him to race, Rod thought he was going to be a professional race driver but instead was able to build a business around
building cars.For about 15 years he focused on building race cars,
servicing, and track support. Thats when he was able to find the
full potential of the 356’s, lets refine all that potential and put that
into a car people can drive on the street, with double or triple the
horsepower with handling to match. The Outlaw was born.
He’s currently putting a 1993 964 suspension merging that
with a 356 body, getting coil-overs and all wheel drive, I’m
standing next to the work in progress , this is the first one thats
ever been built. This is pretty cool stuff.
I asked about who some of his customers are, he can’t disclose
them, but says one day the phone rings and its a gentleman that
really likes his cars… now he recognizes the voice but just cant
seem to place it, the conversation goes on, and Rod says “you
voice sounds familiar” well…. I created the Jack in the Box campaign, I’m the voice of Jack. We both laugh, and then I wonder if
he wears the costume when he drives.
Rod’s shop really is old school magic, 356’s sit in bare metal on jigs and rotisseries. You just stare at the shape in its raw
form. Its beautiful. As I shoot his crew, each work on a car
carefully massaging every inch back to perfection. He really is
creating precious metals. HE
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GO DOG, GO!
HARPO TAKES THE PRIZE FOR
THIS YEARS FAVORITE CAR
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WHEN WAS
THE LAST TIME
YOU GOT TO
SPEND TIME
WITH A FIGARO?

WINNER WINNER!! DYDIA IS THE HIGHWAY EARTH WINNER to have her car featured in the Highway Earth magazine this year. You may say “Why Dydia?” There’s
2 reasons, the contest is for early signs ups, Dydia signed up early and that made her
eligible, the other reason , she has a 1991 Nissan Figaro. When was the last time you
saw a Figaro? When have you ever seen a Figaro? Eh? Thats what we thought made it
rather cool, we’ve all seen big fast cars… the Mustangs and Chargers, and we do love
them,but when was the last time you got to spend time with a Figaro? The Figaro was
never imported into the states. They made 2 batches of Figaros, first 8000, with great
success they built another 12,000. Powered by a 3 cylinder turbo it makes it a peppy
cruiser for city driving. This Figaro has a rather sorted past. A pyramid schemer was
taking peoples money and buying all sorts of cars, some good and some not so much.
Then parking the cars in his clients driveways. With all scheming it doesn’t last forever
and he was caught, the cars he bought, over 200 were scattered everywhere. The feds
round them up and put them in a warehouse. The feds saw how much the warehouse
was costing each month and got permission to auction them off. The Fed’s not realizing
it was a grey market car sold it with a proper US title, Who says the government makes
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We spend the day driving and shooting
around Elysian park, the Figaro is the
perfect city car, comfortable and quick,
especially for a design that’s 25 years old.
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HARPO WAS QUITE HELPFUL, READY
TO POSE FOR EVERY SHOT. IN FACT
HARPO IS NOT VERY CAMERA SHY AT
ALL. HE’S ACTUALLY QUITE THE HAM.

Even from the rear
the Figaro always looks
like its on the move.
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mistakes. Thats when she acquired it, jus one small problem, it wasn’t smog compliant
in all 50 states, and Dydia lives in California. She was able to source one place, it was their
job too make cars compliant, their only job. It wasn’t easy but Dydia now has the only legally registered smog compliant Figaro in all of the United States. Bless this great country!
We met up with Dydia and Harpo for the day to have a little Figaro fun in Elysian
park. We got there early and grabbed a spot near the frisbee golf course. The trees are
bare and lend to a surreal look. Harpo was quite helpful, ready to pose for every shot.
In fact Harpo is not very camera shy at all. Actually quite a ham. He helped with the
interior shots, the driving shots, the car to car shots, this has to be the hardest working
dog in show business. Only napping when we changed set-ups. The Figaro is really a
neat car, designed by Naoki Sakai, he came up with 3 concepts, the Figaro, the Pao,
and Rasheen. Thecae was an instant hit, Nissan had to run a lottery to decide who the
lucky buyers would be.It’s retro detailing, its size, the fold back roof make it ideal as a
city run about. Its a combination of 1960’s classics like the Mini, the Renault 4, the Citroen 2CV and the Austin A40. When you think this was a special projects car designed
back in 1991, thats over 20 years ago, the styling is just as fresh now as it was then. Its
proportions are very accessible, without a bad angle. The ride is firm but yet compliant,
with the cabin very open with excellent visibility. You quickly grow to love this little
puppy, which leaves me screaming Go Dog Go!! HE
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APPRAISER’S CORNER
NEIL THOMAS TAKES US THROUGH MATCHING NUMBERS
NEIL THOMAS

THE PHRASE “MATCHING NUMBERS” is thrown around like Eric
Snowden’s passport in a Russian airport. It has become the ultimate catch phrase selling tool for any muscle car. So what does it
mean? What are the different interpretations of matching numbers? When does it matter? And when is it just a bunch of fluff?
After January 1968 all USA manufacturers were required by law
to stamp the partial VIN (Vehicle Identification Number) on every
the engine block and transmission to deter theft, one of the exceptions to this was the Corvette which started this practice in 1960
and other high performance cars such as 396 big block Chevys and
Buick GS. This ultimately determines whether the car has the original engine or trans. So if the number matches up to the VIN then
its an original engine and trans, well not so fast. Unfortunately due
to the high value of these muscle cars there are some unscrupulous
scum bags out there that will fake the VIN stampings to give the
impression of an original block or trans. Make no mistake it is easily
done, a file, set of readily available stamps, a steady hand, and hey
presto matching numbers block !! and a far more valuable car.
In the muscle car world matching numbers “simple version” refers to the original drivetrain (engine and transmission)
matching the body/frame of a car. That is to say the car has the
engine, and transmission that it came with from the factory.
99% of people would regard this as “matching numbers” Simple
isn’t ? Well not so fast turbo, ease up off the gas pedal. Matching numbers in the most complex form does not just include the
engine, trans, and body matching, it also includes the rear end,
intake manifold, heads, carburetor, exhaust manifolds, pulleys,
steering boxes, wheel rims, basically anything that has a casting
number or date code, and unbeknown to most people that pretty much means everything in a car even plug wires have date
codes. Other items such as speedometers, heater boxes, wheels,
brake cylinders, radiator hoses, can all have date codes, and part
numbers that are date specific, and most are model specific.
These date coded parts do not have the VIN number stamped on
them, so they could be sourced from a different car and as long as
the date code range was correct to the build date of the car and the
casting number was correct, all is ok with the world, afterall it would
be impossible to tell if they were original or not to the specific car.
So when do all these jumble of numbers make a difference?
Well it’s a question that you have to ask yourself when buying a
car. As a rule of thumb the more money the car costs the more
important the original items are. That is to say the 65 Plymouth
Valiant 4 door sedan with its original matching number block
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and transmission really does not make a big difference in value,
on the other hand a 1971 Plymouth Hemi Cuda convertible with
an original engine and trans, the difference could literally be a
$2,000,000 compared a car without its original block. Concours
show cars are judged on their originality, so having the correct
date code and part numbers can make the difference in winning
or losing a trophy, and to some people that is important, others
could not careless.
Remember each manufacturing plant had its on different ways
of stamping their numbers, they are not consistent. Thankfully
a plethora of information is available on the internet and books
discussing the various idiosyncrasies of the each manufacturer,
type of car, plant, and date periods and how they changed over
time. (Not every source of information is correct)
When determining matching numbers, its like putting the
pieces of a puzzle together, date codes, casting codes, dates,
part numbers are all collected when available to give us an informed decision on whether a car is truly matching numbers or a
fake. Remember anything can be faked, reproduction VIN tags,
data plates, stamping tools are readily available, and is someone
is carful enough and assembles all the right components a fake
car can be created and passed off as the real thing. Other documentation such as Protecto plates, Certicards, build sheets also
help with the process, but again those are known to be reproduced and aged to pass off as the real thing. Also human error is
an ever present factor, mis stampings, incorrect numbers a few
digits off are commonplace.
The information I give here is limited due to space and time,
and therefore only brushes lightly upon the spectrum of matching numbers. Hopefully it peaks your interest to do your own
research. No one said it was going to be easy, but in the words of
Sherlock Holmes, “It is my business to know what other people
don’t know.” HE
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